
Bachelor of Information Technology (Business Information System)

Bachelor of Information Technology (Networking and Security)

Bachelor of Information Technology (Software Development) 

Graduate Diploma of Technology in Enterprise Systems and Business Analytics)

Graduate Diploma of Software Engineering

Master of Technology (Enterprise Systems and Business Analytics, Research, Software

Engineering)

Mater of Technology (Software Engineering)

Master of Engineering Project Management

Bachelor of Information and Communications Technology 

Mater of Artificial Intelligence

ATMC, in partnership with Federation University and Western Sydney University, utilises the

eduLAB platform to deliver a diverse range of technical programs. Such as: 

Federation University’s 

Western Sydney University’s 

www.edulab.com.au
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Western Sydney University programs at ATMC
(Courses code: COMP2004 and COMP7013)  

Dr. Kashif Khan
IT Lecturer of 

Federation University programs 
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(Courses code: ITECH1100, 
ITECH7400 and ITECH2004)



Discover the experiences and insights shared by ATMC staff and lecturers as they

discuss the transformative impact of eduLAB on their educational programs.

"ATMC partners with universities such as Federation University and Western Sydney

University to provide university programs. The transition to eduLAB's virtual lab solution a

year ago was driven by the need to manage IT assets efficiently. This move overcame

challenges related to maintaining traditional labs and allowed for greater flexibility in

classroom use. The transition also provided us with predictability for our budgeting and

planning. eduLAB's role in offering flexibility, scalability, and the ability to provide a

variety of IT courses enabled us to scale up rapidly. I believe that's one of the strengths of

using eduLAB."

Sanjay Bhaskaran – Chief Operating Officer (ATMC)

"Transitioning from physical devices to eduLAB has brought significant advantages. The

previous approach resulted in time and financial burdens due to maintenance and

upgrades. The switch to eduLAB, operating in the cloud, eliminated the need for

individual computer maintenance and allowed a bring-your-own-device policy. This

cloud-based platform granted students easy access to software and lab environments

from anywhere. The transition also improved support efficiency, resolving the complexities

of students' varied devices, and students now enjoy using labs on their familiar devices.

Also, eduLAB's 24/7 availability benefits international students, offering flexible lab hours

and locations that cater to individual schedules and needs."

Rajvir Uppal – IT Lead (ATMC)

"When using eduLAB, you have everything there. Students just need to log in, and every

student will have the same kind of interface and memory. They find it easy to do their

work here or at home. As a lecturer, I no longer need to waste time configuring

computers or software on students' laptops. This simplifies the process of demonstrating

lab activities to my students. I also like how I can review students' progress and monitor

their activities on the platform. This includes functions where I can gain control over their

portal, demonstrate concepts, and help when they face difficulties."

Gordhan Das Menghwar – Lecturer of Western Sydney University programs (ATMC)

"The key benefits of eduLAB are 24/7 availability, ensuring access for students, and its

capacity for graphic-intensive software even from Chromebooks, eliminating hardware

compatibility concerns. This platform alleviates financial burdens for students, allowing

them to use required applications without time constraints."

Dr. Kashif Khan – IT Lecturer at Federation University programs (ATMC)
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As the pandemic swept across the globe, Melbourne Polytechnic, like many other

educational institutions, faced the challenge of swiftly transitioning from

traditional face-to-face delivery to distance learning. In this insight from 2021

interview, we delve into the role played by eduLAB in facilitating this rapid

transformation and gain insights from those at the forefront of this remarkable

journey. 

“The past year has been tough due to the pandemic, but we've learned to adapt to

remote learning. Many resisted working from home before, but students' engagement in

remote classes has been great.

We already had some tools in place for remote delivery, but eduLAB helped with the

technical programs. Students loved eduLAB, and it made remote classes more hands-on.

We're reimagining education, taking the best from remote learning and combining

physical and virtual classrooms - focusing on flexibility, technology, connectedness, and

breaking information into digestible pieces.

Our strategy is to use tools like eduLAB and continue with communication tools to adapt

to the changing education landscape. The pandemic showed that with focus and

purpose, anything is possible, even making impossible jumps in education. It's been a

great time for learning, despite the challenges.”

Shane Wilkinson

www.edulab.com.au
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Shane Wilkinson - Manager of Business &
Construction Programs at Melbourne
Polytechnic (TAFE VIC)


